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Abstract
The time histories, angular distributions and energy spectra of
energetic protons have been measured over an energy range extending
from 0.2 - 20 MeV for the four passes of Pioneers 10 and 11 through the
Jovian magnetosphere. The energetic particle data from these four
passes are remarkably different. Azimuthal asymmetries appear to dominate
with time variations also contributing to the very complex topology.
On the inbound P-10 pass the expected ccrotation anisotropy was not
observed in the outer magnetosphere supporting the probable existence of
a planetary wind in this region. Near the dawn meredian particle
streaming away from the planet begins at -15 R J . On both the P-10
inbound and P-11 outbound passes, there are regions where only partial
corotation is achieved. In the mid-magnetosphere, field-aligned streaming
away from the near-equatorial current sheet region is the most prominent
and puzzling feature. At mid-latitudes in the subsolar regime, the
streaming pattern is more chaotic and its magnitude is smaller. Quali-
tative discussions are presented for a number of possible mechanisms
which could produce this streaming. In the context of our present under-
standing of the Jovian magnetosphere, each of three mechanisms show promise:
perpendicular electric fields, a strong azimuthal intensity gradient at
the equator, and strong diffusion processes. In the Jovian wind regions,
proton energy spectra are generally of the form E7"  where E is the kinetic
energy of the particle with Y generally ranging between values of 3.0
and 4.2. For the remaining times, the spectra are most frequently of the
form exp -P/Po
 where P is the proton momentum with P o varying mainly
between 8.0 and 12 MV.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The passage of Pioneers 10 and 11 by the planet Jupiter has
revealed a.large, dynamic and complex magnetosphere which differs
in many important aspects from that of the Earth. An excellent
summavT of the data from the energetic particle, magnetic field and
plasma experiments is contained in the review paper of Kennel and
Coroniti (1977). The synthesis of these results have revealed at
least three distinct regions:
1. The outer magnetosphere which extends from ti50 to ti100 RJ.
In this region neither the particle fluxes nor the magnetic field show
strong radial dependence. There is a large regular 10 hour variation in
the >5 MeV electron intensity which is absent for the low energy electron
and proton component. Time variations, which may be produced either by
changes in the solar wind pressure or asymmetries in the evolution of
.plasma (Dessler and Hill 1978), are very important. The observed magnetic
field is irregular and generally much larger than that predicted for a
dipole field. The total energy carried by the energetic particles and
plasmas appears to be of the same order as that of the Jovian
magnetic field.
2. The middle magnetosphere extends from ti15 R  to ti50 RJ. In
this region the Jovian magnetic field is distorted by the presence of a
plasma sheet close to the equatorial plane. The magnetic field increases
with decreasing radial distance. The electron intensity also increases
while the proton intensity remains essentially constant. The energy
of the magnetic field dominates over that of the energetic particles
and plasma.
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3. The inner magnetosphere inside 0,15 R J corresponds more closely
to the Earth ' s trapped radiation region with the added complexity of
the enormous effects of the Galilean satellites.
This tentative morphology is a somewhat arbitrary but useful even
though the boundaries between regions are not well defined. Very
I -
	
	important portions of the Jovian magnetosphere, such as the tail and
dusk regions, have yet to be explored. Furthermore, the existing data
¢ .
suggest that azimuthal variations are very important.
Energetic particles are a useful tool for exploring and defining
the properties of these different magnetospheric regions. In this 	
i
paper the emphasis is on the study of the energy spectra and angular
distribution of the ion-component from the bow-shock to 0,15 R  over
an energy interval from 0.2 to 20 MeV. The region inside 15 R  is very
different from the outer portions and will not be discussed in this
paper.
The systematic study of energy spectra and angular distributions
of magnetospheric ions are of fundamental importance in understanding
their acceleration, transport and loss processes. For example, in the
outer zone of the Earth's magnetosphere, the energy spectra and angular 	 k I
distribution both become progressively flatter with decreasing distance 	
i
Y
as would be expected from radial diffusion. In the tail region and
the flanks of the magnetosheath, uni-directional streaming of ions and
electrons is observed and it is generally assumed that these particles
are accelerated by field-line merging.
s{
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In the present study it is found that between the magnetopause and
15 R  the measured proton angular distributions in the Jovian magnetosphere
are dominated by large first-order anisotropies. These first-order anisotro-
pies are produced by a combination of field-aligned streaming, corotation
effects with a much smaller contribution from spatial gradients in the particle
intensity. Due to the large scale of the Jovian magnetosphere and the
rapid rotation of the planet, it was expected that the corotation anisotropy
would dominate. For example the expected corotation anisotropy just 	 1 {
inside the magnetopause at 100 R  for 0.5 MeV protons (assuming an energy
spectra of E-4) is 80%. For the Earth's magnetosphere, the effect is
-250 times smaller or -0.3X. Conversely, the measured anisotropy can
be used to test whether or not the particles are rotating with the planet.
On the in-bound pass of Pioneer 10 (P-10-in) between 95 and 70 R J, corota-
tion was not observed. This result is most readily interpreted in terms
of a Jovian wind. The mid-magnetospheric region as observed with both
the Pioneer 10 and 11 inbound passes is dominated by field-aligned streaming.
In the "Jovian-wind" region particle energy spectra are generally of
the form E Y where E is the kinetic energy. For the remaining times,
the spectra are most frequently of the form exp - P/P o
 where P is the
proton momentum. Curiously, there is almost a complete absence of syste-
matic changes of Po
 with radial distance between 100 and 20 RJi however, in
the mid-magnetosphere there appears to be a dependence on distance from the
magnetic equator
The large field aligned anisotropy and the nearly constant equatorial
proton intensities and spectra between 25 and 64 R  suggest that the
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mid-magnetosphere is not a classical trapping region and the ions
appear to have a lifetime of at most a few hours. Detailed comparisons
of the particle intensity at different energies for 2 in-bound and
out-bound trajectories suggest the outer regions represent complex
combination of temporal changes and azimuthal variations.
II. TRAJECTORY INFORMATION
The Pioneer 10 and 11 trajectories relative to Jupiter are shown
in Fig. 1. As viewed in local Jovian time, Pioneer 10 was on a prograde
trajectory which approached Jupiter from a direction approximately
35  west of the sun at 100 RJ , circled the planet in a county -clock
wise direction and exited toward the dawn meredian. The initial approach
trajectory of Pioneer 11 was some 430 west of the Jovian-sun line and
the in-bound trajectory was very similar to that of Pioneer 10 through
the outer and mid-magnetosphere. However, Pioneer 11 circled the planet
in a clockwise direction and exited at moderately high northern latitudes
(30-500) close to the noon meredian. Both P-10-in and P-11-in sampled
low, southerly Jovigraphic latitudes near 1000 local time. Pioneer
10 out-bound (P-10-out) was at a low latitude (100) in the northern
hemisphere near the dawn meredian.
III. OVERVIEW OF THE PIONEER 10 and 11 TRAVERSALS OF THE JOVIAN MAGNETOSPHERE
Investigators of the four energetic particle experiments on Pioneer
have published detailed views of the mid and outer Jovian magnetospheres
which are remarkably consistent (Filius 1976, McDonald and Trainor 1976,
Simpson and McKibben 1976, Van Allen 1976). In this section the 0.2 -
0.5 MeV LET II proton data along with the 1.1-1.6 LET I proton measure-
ments (Trainor et al., 1974) are used to directly inter-compare the
k.
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4 passages through the Jovian magnetosphere. Because of the importance
of 10 hour variations, the data have been plotted on a linear time scale
rather than as a function of radial distance. Significant distortions
are not introduced by this choice since the spacecraft velocity in the
outer and mid-magnetosphere was essentially the same at a given radial
distance for all passes. The proton intensities for Pioneer 10 and 11
in-bound (P-10-in, P-11-in) are shown in Figure 2 for the two different
energy values. The initial encounters with the bowshock and magnetopause
occurred at the same radial distance within a few R  for both spacecraft
(Intriligator and Wolfe, 1976). However, Pioneer 10 remained inside the
magnetosphere for 3 days while Pioneer 11 crossed the bow shock at 109.7,
91.6 and 77.5 R  suggesting greater variability in the solar wind pressure.
There appear to be no great differences in the low energy flux between
Pioneer 10 and 11 from -95 R  to -.45 R  except that on the average the
Pioneer 10 intensity was somewhat higher. Thus the magnetopause apparently
does not constitute a trapping boundary for protons below 0.5 MeV. As
Simpson et al. (1976) have emphasized however, the magnetopause boundary appears
to provide effective containment for the magnetospheric energetic particles
above 0.5 MeV with an e-folding distance of 1-2 Ri . Thus we find a drop-
out of 1.1-1.6 MeV protons (Fig. 2) whenever either of the spacecraft is
in the magnetosheath.
The passages of Pioneer 10 and it through the mid-magnetospheres
are dramatically different. Near 45 RJ
 both spacecraft measure approxi-
mately equal fluxes at the two energy levels. At smaller radial distances
each observe a well-defined, approximate 10 hour periodicity with the
respective flux maxima remaining essentially constant between -20 and
40 Ri. However, the Pioneer 11 intensities are approximately
1 4
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a factor of 20 lower than those of Pioneer 10 9 and in fact,the Pioneer
11 intensity maxima lie close to or below the adjacent Pioneer 10
minima. Furthermore, the intensities of these minima increase with
decreasing distance on Pioneer 10 but display exactly the opposite
behavior on Pioneer 11. It is expected that the rotation of the off-
set dipole produces a vertical displacement of a magnetic field line
relative to the magnetic equator of ti8 R  between 30 and 40 R J. In
s	 this region the actual Pioneer 11 orbit is ti1.5 RJ below that of Pioneer
10. This displacement is much too small to produce the two orders
of magnitude difference observed between Pioneer 10 and 11 at 32 RJ.
Figure 3 shows the flux of 0.2-0.5 MeV protons between 15 and
150 R  for P-10-out. All observers have noted both the dominance of the
10 hour variations with the intensity minima approaching the background
level of the various detector systems and the highly variable position
of the magnetopause. Near the magnetopause the 10 hour periodicity
essentially disappears. As previously suggested by Simpson and McKibben
(1976), the intensity variations observed by P-11-in,between 40 and
15 RJ ,resembles the corresponding observations on P-10-out toward
the dawn meredian. Superimposing the particle data for the two passes
show (Fig. 3) reasonable agreement over the inner portion of the mid-
magnetosphere. However, at larger radial distances the relative behavior
becomes very disparate.
Figure 4 compares the P-10-in data with the mid-latitude data
from P-11-out. The P-11-out data display no obvious 10 hour periodicities
and the average mid-magnetosphere intensity is much smaller than on
.6
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the P-10 inbound leg. Between 35 and 55 RJ, P-10-in was between -16 and
+So magnetic latitude while P-11-out was between +23 to +44o. To the
extent that the particle population is symmetrical relative to the magnetic
equator and is also azimuthally symmetric, P-11-out data provide an exten-
tion to higher latitudes. Thus the peak P-11-out flux is only slightly
less than the minimum P-10-in flux between 15 and 45 R. J. Between 45 and
82 RJ the 0.2-0.5 intensities generally agree within a factor of 2. The
r-11-out intensities are generally of the same order as observed on P-11-in.
0
IV. ENERGY SPECTRA
Differential energy spectra (0.2-21 MeV) of the ion component are
obtained from two separate detector systems with very different geometric
factors and alpha and electron response functions (Trainor et al. 1974).
The integral energy thresholds along with the derived differential inter-
vals are listed in Tables; I and II for both detectors. The agreement between
the fluxes determined from the LET I and LET II systems is excellent. This
good agreement is a further indication that the low energy spectra are not signi-
ficantly distorted by the helium component. At energies above 3.3 McVlnuc
multiparameter analysis provides complete separation of the two components.
For P-10-1n, the energy spectra can generally be represented as a power-law
in kinetic energy, E T , from 100 R  to 60 R  (Fig. 5). Note the complex
spectra observed at 76 .8 R  where a well-defined "flat-region" develops
between 0 . 8 and 2 MeV. This form appears at irregular intervals throughout
the Jovian magnetosphere and can persist for 2-3 hours. At smaller radial
distances the data can no longer be described by a single power-law in
kinetic energy (Fig. 5). However, over most of the region inside
f
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e spectra can be represented by the form dJ/dp - C exp-P/Po
(Fig. 6) where P to the proton momentum. For the other three passes
an acceptable fit with an exponential in momentum was obtained for
80-90% of the hourly averages inside the magnetosphere after eliminating
those periods when the counting rates were too low to make a meaningful
determination. On P-10-out, there are also several periods including
rho time just inside the first magnetopause crossing when spectra
of th ,a form E Y are obtained. In all 4 data sets there were hourly
intervals with low intensity and steep spectra (small Po or large y)
Vhen it is not possible to distinguish between an exponential in momentum
or a power law in kinetic energy.
The spectral characteristics for the 4 passes can now be examined
in terms of the variation of Po with radial distance (Fig. 7, 8, 9).
For P-10-in and P-10-out the radial variation of y is also included
for those periods when a E Y spectra are applicable. The unmarked
arrows in the three figures mark the occurrence of well defined intensity
maxima occurring inside the magnetopause. For P-10-in (Fig. 7)
there is a correlation between these intensity peaks and increases
in Po especially at ti41 and 36 R  where large increases in P o
 occur
(from ,9 MV to >14 MV). Except for these two peaks, P o
 shows a remarkably
small variation with an average value of 9 - 10 MV over the complete
in-bound traversal of the outer and mid-magnetosphere by Pioneer 10.
Similarly, y displays almost no variation between 100 and 60 RJ.
Note, however, that in the Inner magnetosphere P o
 increases very rapidly
4.
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with decreasing radial distance. This sharp increase is probably
the best signature currently available for defining the boundary between
the inner and mid-magnetospheres.
Pioneer 10-out (Fig. 8) shows a similar transition between 10
and 13 RJ. Beyond 13 RJ, Po remains essentially constant at an average
value of 7 MV with small increases of 1-2 MV associated with intensity
maxima. Just prior to the first magnetopause crossing near 100 RJ,
the spectra are either a power law in kinetic energy with y ti 3 or
have Po 'a ti 9-10 MV - indicating in either case enhanced fluxes of
higher energy particles.
The plot of Po (Fig. 9) for P-11-in between 64 and 4 R T bears
a strong resemblance to the intensity profile for this pass (Fig. 2).
From 65 to 45 RJ , Po
 varies between 10.5 and 8.7 MV. At smaller radial
distances there are quasi-periodic decreases in P o
 which tend to coincide
with the intensity minima. Furthermore these minimum spectra become
increasingly soft with decreasing radial distance in the same fashion
that the particle intensity decreased. There is a rapid increase
of Po
 between 17 and 13 RJ
 from 5.4 to 17 MV with no further increase
above 20 MV into 4 RJ. During this period the spacecraft is generally
at Jovian magnetic latitudes above 450N. P-11-out observes a very soft
spectrum with an average value of 0 MV between 8 and 40 R  which
increases to ti10 MV between 40 and 60 R  (Fig. 9).
For all 4 passes through the Jovian outer and mid-magnetospheres
there are essentially no systematic spectral changes with radial distance
0E
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except that po is generally somewhat larger just inside the magnetopause
than at smaller radial distances in the aid-magnetosphere. 	 Between 15
and 45 RJ, however, spectra are distinctly harder at the magnetic equator
_	 than about 8 RJ below or above it.
V.	 ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS
The LET II proton data is divided into eight 45 0 sectors for
'	 three energy intervals
1.	 0.5 - 2.2 MeV
ii.	 1.2 - 2.2 MeV 4	
r
f
iii. 1.8 (P-10)	 - 2.2 MeV
r	 1.5 (P-11)	 - 2.2 MeV
The 2 lower energy levels were used in the present analysis because the
narrow high energy channel was more subject to contamination of low
energy helium nuclei.	 The analysis procedures for this experiment were
developed by Zwickel and Webber (1976).	 The particle distribution
J(8) is expressed in terms of a Fourier series;
2	 2
J(8)	 Ao + E	 { an cos (n8) + bn sin (n8)}	 Ao + E	
n c
o s n (8-8n)
n - 1
	
n-1
and	 8n	1 tan lbn/a
n; An/ o - (an + bn)	 o
n
with the nth order anisotropy being A/An	 o.
The coefficients are determined by a least square fit to the
observational data.	 If the actual Ai/A0 is directed at an angle 0
with respect to the scan plane, then it is necessary to divide (A1/Ao)obs
by cos B.
	
Corrections for the finite opening angle of the detector increases
the actual value of Al/A° by an additional 4%.	 These corrections are made
for those cases when the measured anisotropy is compared with the values
calculated for corotation.	 Zwickel and Webber (1976) also pointed
-12-
out that the measured anisotropy is generally greater than the true
anisotropy due to statistical fluctuations. This effect is important
when the statistical errors are large. The present analysis has been
restricted to those periods when the observed anisotropy is more than
twice as large as the calculated standard error.
A typical example of a 1 hour average of observed angular distri-
butions is shown in figure 10. As seen from earth, angles are measured
counter clock-oise from the North which is taken to be perpendicular
to the spin axis. 61 designates the direction of the first order
anisotropy relative to North, and of is its angle relative to the
projection of the magnetic field, B, into the scan plane. There are
three principal physical processes that could play a role in producing
these observed anisotropies (Trainor et al. 1974).
a,	 Corotation effects: If the observer moves relative to the
rest frame of the plasma, the observed particles have 6 different energy
and come from a different direction than in the rest frame. However,
the particle distribution function in momentum space, f, is invariant
under such a velocity transform with
JEE	 JEE'	 2fm
where E and E' are the particle kinetic energy in the moving frame
and the rest frame of the plasma,respectively,and m is the particle
mass. The expected corotation anisotropy at a given energy is given
by
1 J(E2) - l J(E1)
E (E) = E2	 E^
EJ(E1) + 1 J(E2)
1	 E2
+i
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El = 1/2 m(v + v r ) 2 and E` = 1/2 m (v - vr)2
v  = corotatton velocity and C(E) is the anisotropy.
To a first approximation this can be written as
E (E) = 2 (1 + Y) yr a 2 (1 + Y) v  , E _ mv2
v	 Eh
which is the Compton-Getting effect. When Y, the spectral index
WE) a E Y)is constant with energy, this effect decreases with increasing
kinetic energy. However, for an exponential in momentum, Y increases
with E so the energy dependence is reduced. In practice, sectored
measurements are based on two fixed energies, E T and E.,where ET is
the threshold energy for a given level and EM = 2.2 MeV is the maximum
energy. The calculated corotation anisotropy is obtained by integrating
over the measured spectrum between ET and EM.
b. Gradient effects: The guiding centers of the observed particles
are not at the satellite, but located on a circle one gyroradius away;
thus an asymmetry perpendicular to the magnetic field is observed
if a gradient exists in the particle population. This effect is especially
	 x
important in the outer magnetosphere with its relatively weak magnetic
field. For example in a 10 Y field, the gyroradius of a 2 MeV proton
1
is 0.29 RJ and a doubling of the proton intensity per RJ can produce
a 30% anisotropy. The gradient anisotropy Eg is given by
_ _A dJE9(E)	
J dR
where Rg is the gyroradius of protons of energy E. Eg increases as
E^ with increasing kinetic energy.
^. A
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c. Field-aligned streaming; d number of physical processes
which could produce this effect are covered in the discussion section.
Because of the direction of the Jovian magnetic field and its
direction of rotation, the gradient and corotation anisotropies will
be in the same direction for protons if the particle flux increases
towards the planet. Both of these effects are much smaller for electrons
than for ions and do not make a measurable contribution to the electron
angular distributions.
The geometry of the spacecraft trajectory determines which
processes can be observed. The LET II scans in a plane perpendicular
to the spin axis of the spacecraft (Fig. 10) which in turn is directed
at the Earth; except for P-10-out this direction is generally within
300 of being radially away from Jupiter (Fig. 1). Thus corotation
and radial gradient anisotropies can be detected on P-10-in and P-11-in
and P-11-out but not on P-10-out. In the latter case the direction of
the corotation and gradient anisotropies coincide closely with the
direction of the spacecraft spin axis. However, P-10-out is the only
pass where energetic particles moving radially outward could be detected
directly. It is important to keep in mind in studying first order
anisotropies, that meaningful measurements can be made even during
periods when the magnetic field is at a substantial angle with respect
to the scan plane of the spacecraft because the effect decreases only
as the cosine of that angle.
The superposition of the three different processes produced a
variety of angular distributions. The distributions observed on P-10-in
f	
a	 r.
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between 15 and 45 RJ are well organized (Fig. fly . At ttie fvur .iva
maxima the magnetic field was generally pointed down corresponding
to the anticipated plasma sheet configuration. The first order anisotropy
was nearly perpendicular to B and pointed in the direction from which
maximum flux would be expected due to corotation. At the flux minima
the measured anisotropy tas larger and almost aligned with the direction
of the magnetic field.
The nature of these first-order anisotropies is clearer if one
simultaneously examines their magnitude and direction (A1/Ao and 81),
the intensity level+ and a1 (the angle between e 1 and the projection
of the magnetic field in the scan plane of the spacecraft). These
data are shown in four panels (Fig. 12) for 0.5-2.2 and 1.1-2.2 MeV
protons for P-10-in. The generally very excellent agreement between
values of A l at two different energies adds confidence that the measurements
are not distorted by fluctuations in the counting rate or by other
effects. The distribution between 15 and 45 R  vary in a systematic
way between flux maxima and minima (with the angular distributions
of Fig. 11 being the extremes), and A l/Ao displaying a series of well-
defined peaks which occur approximately every 10 hours. These peaks
coincide with the counting rate minima and with values of a 1
 between
1400
 and 180°. As McDonald and Trainor (1976) have shown previously,
the directionsof A l and a l
 during those periods when Al/Ao
 was large
clearly establish that field-aligned streaming away from the near-equatorial
current sheet is of fundamental importance in the mid-magnetosphere.
In the outer magnetosphere the variation of e l
 is much larger with
.16-
ty from the equatorial plane. Again
r
a1 is generally between 140 to 180 0 and the flow is predominantly field-
aligned.
In Fig. 13, the calculated values of the corotation anisotropy
are compared with the values of A l/Ao sin 8 1 for 0.5 - 2.15 MeV protons.	 .
Al/Ao sin A l represents the expected corotation anisotropy if gradient
and field aligned flow effects are small. The predicted anisotropy
is based on the energy spectra measured for a given hourly interval.
This presentation provides a crude but effective overview of the
expected effects of corotation. It is immediately apparent for the
0.5 - 2.15 MeV proton channel that the measured value of A l/A0 sin e1
is almost always less than the expected value in the interval between
80 and 40 RJ.
This result suggests very strongly that complete corotation is
not occurring in the outer magnetosphere. It is also obvious, however,
that the dominance of field-aligned flow between 100 and 15 R  intro-
duces an added complexity. To separate these two effects, those 30
minute periods when the projection of the Jovian magnetic field in
the plane of the spacecraft is within +200 of the vertical direction
have been selected. The field-aligned flow will then be contained
between 3400 and 200 or 1600-2000 while the corotation anisotropy
will be approximately orthogonal at 900. Limiting the observation
to those periods when the field projection is within + 20 0
 of normal
b the ecliptic plane provides a means of separating the two effects.
Q
ly reduces the available data set and could introduce
I
an observational bias by eliminating those periods when the planetary
field has a large radial component.
In Fig. 14,the Al/Ao and 
e1 
values for those 30 min. periods which
met the selection criteria samples are grouped in 6 polar plots by
radial intervals. The position of the dots represent the magnitude
and direction of the observed anisotropy. The three arrow heads in
each plot are the computed minimtva, average and maximum corotation
anisotropies for the set of data points included in a given plot.
The three intervals between 95 and 77 R  demonstrate that the rest
frame of the associated plasma is not rigidly rotating with the planet.
There are 33 points in these plots and only 4 of them have a projection
of 
&obs onto the equatorial plane that is greater than 0.5 Ccor' These
time periods for P-10-in are inside the magnetopause boundary and hence
within the Jovian magnetosphere. The most straight-forward explanation
is that radial outflow of the plasma must occur in this region.
The data for the two intervals between 75 - 72.5 R  and 66 - 53 R 
are not as clear and may represent partial corotation. Inside 45 R 
the observations are consistent with a rest frame which is rigidly
rotating with the planet.
The next step in studying the anisotropies is to examine Al/Ao,
0 1 , and a 1
 in a reference frame that is rotating with the planet -
i.e. what is the variation of these quantities after the effects of
corotation have been removed. The plots of Ai/A'0, V, and al, are
shown in Fig. 15 for the 1.15 - 2.15 MeV energy interval between
L
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3u ano jL5 R  where corotation was observed to take place. The primed
quantities indicate that the calculated corotation anisotropy has been
approximately removed (small contributions from the A2/ o term were
► 	 r	 I
neglected). The product Al/ o sin al gives one component of the gradient
anisotropy corresponding to a gradient which is perpendicular to the inter-
section of the scan plane with the plane perpendicular to B. This component
was generally less than 7% and no systematic gradient anisotropy at the
level of 5% was present except possibly at three intervals near flux minima.
r	 r	 r
The quantity Al/Ao cos a, is the sum of two components; the
projection of the field-aligned flow into the scan plane and the
component of the anisotropy due to a gradient in the scan plane multiplied
by sin 8g (the angle between the magnetic field and the scan plane).
Apparent field-aligned flow is the major contributor to our observations
► 	 ► 	 ►
since the Al/A0 sin al component appears to be negligible. Note that
► 	 ►
the peaks in Al/Ao are even more sharply defined than those of Al/Ao
r	 ► 	 ►
and correspond to large negative values of A l/Ao cos al . This indicates
field-aligned flow towards the southern hemisphere of Jupiter when
the spacecraft is south of the magnetic equator. At intensity maxima,
I	 ►
when the spacecraft is just north of the magnetic dipole equator, Al/Ao
r	 r	 ►
is reduced to the 3-5% range and Al/Ao cos al is positive, corresponding
to a field-aligned flow into the northern hemisphere. All three energy
intervals show this behavior near the expected crossing of the equatorial
current sheet. Although individual values are of limited significance,
the consistent pattern when combined with the 
81 
and al
 plots of
figure 12, lend strong credence to the view that particles are being
I
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injected from the current sheet and are flowing out towards the planetary
polar region.
In the mid-magnetosphere the second harmonic A 2/ o (Fig. 16)
alternates between pancake (a2 = 900) and dumbbell (a 2 - 00) distribu-
tions. Strong pancake distributions occur close to the equatorial current
sheet tflux maxima). When corrected for magnetic field geometry, the
dumbbell distributionsappear to be strongest at the counting rate minima.
These a2 = 00 values are characteristic of the large injection event at
N1300 on 2 Dec. (Schardt et al., 1978).
The plot of J, Al/Ao, e l and al for P-10-out is very different
(Fig. 17). At the flux maxima Al/ 
o
 varies about a mean value of ti20%
and shows no trend with radial distance between 15 and 75 R J. The angle
61 is close to 2700 from 15 - 90 R  except for a few brief intervals
near 45 RJ. In other words, this data set is consistent with the radial
outward motion of energetic particles starting at 15 R J. Just inside the
magnetopause there are very large changes in A1/A , el , and al. For the
flux maxima after December 4, 1973 the 2nd order anisotropy, A 2/Ao is
perpendicular to B. This "pancake" distribution is similar to P-10-in
and implies at least temporary trapping.Since injections at high field
strength would produce a dumbbell distribution near the magnetic equator
it is probable that a part of the injection region is at low field
strength rather than near Jupiter.
The peak 3 (Fig. 17) at noon of December 6, 1973, was anomalous
in that it consists of a succession of peaks which last for only 30
minutes each. Streaming both towards and away from Jupiter occurred.
Streaming towards the planet tends to be associated with an appreciable
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field aligned second order anisotropy. It would appear that field
aligned acceleration of protons occurred further out at the magnetic
equator and protons returning after mirroring together with incoming
particles could be responsible for the dumbbell shape of the angular
distribution. Simpson and McKibben (1976) made similar observations at
the flux maximum at 200 on December 6, 1973, (peak D Fig. 17) which
was not intense enough for detailed analysis with our instrument.
The intensity vs. time profiles of the P-11-in pass (Fig. 2, 18)
suggest two different regions exist in the outer and mid-magnetosphere.
Between 64 and 45 RJ no clearly defined 10 hr. periodicity exists and
the flux levels are higher than those encountered between 45 and 15 RJ.
During this latter period the magnetic field becomes almost radial.
Under these conditions the corotation anisotropy and the field-aligned
streaming are closely aligned in the scan plane of the detector system.
The plots of intensity, 6 1 , Al/A
0
 and al (Fig. 18) are different in
several important aspects from those of P-10-in despite the close
similarity of the two trajectories. While for P-11-in there are well-
defined peaks in the Al/Ao distribution, these peaks tend to be
associated with flux maxima. Al/Ao displays no well-defined radial
dependence, and 6 1
 shows a remarkably small variation about 900 .
Like P-10-in,the Al/ o peaks, inside 40 R  have a l values close to
180°. However, there are periods between 55 and 40 R  when a
Is less than 40°. These periods are clearly identified with reversals
in the projection of the magnetic field into the scan plane and appear
t	 "
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to be associated with current-sheet crossings. Since changes in Al/ A.
and 91 at these crossings are very small,it may be concluded that the
first order anisotropy is dominated by the corotation anisotropy.
Previously, the Iowa group (Van Allen, 1976) had shown that corotation
of protons in the 0.6 - 3.4 MeV energy band was established just inside
the magnetopause on this pass. The present analysis using the same
methods described for P-10-in confirm their results.
Between 65 and 46 RJ, u4O% of the 30 minute periods were within
+20° of the vertical direction. The values of Al/Ao and Al for all of
these periods are equal to or significantly larger than that expected
for corotation (Fig. 19). This trend is established in less than 0.4 
R 
of the last inbound magnetopause crossing. The larger than expected values
of Al/A0 are not understood at this time.
Inside 40 RJ, the magnetic field becomes essentially radial and
al
 is generally close to 180°. Al/Ao is still appreciably larger than
that expected for corotation but is now more consistent with a super-
position of corotation and field-aligned flog.
The effect of transforming to a reference frame rotating with
the planet (Fig. 20) is to generally reduce the magnitude of A l/AO by
approximately a factor of 2. The value of Al/Ao
 sin 81 are often
large especially Just inside the magnetopause. A l/A0 cos el changes
sign at the apparent current-sheet crossing providing further evidence
that this region is the source of the observed particles.
The P-11-out trajectory was toward the noon meridian at mid-latitudes.
The proton intensities during the early portion of this pass were
1
s	 J
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relatively low and highly variable. The first order anisotropies
observed between 10 and 40 R  were also small and variable (Fig. 21).
Adjacent energy levels frequently did not give consistent values of
Al when averaged over the same 30 or 60 minute interval. Since the
-, -'-
anisotropies are small during this period,they can be grossly dis-
torted by counting rate variations. Near 40 R  the particle intensity
and the magnitude of Al/A0 both increase. At the same time there are
remarkable changes in 91 and al apparently corresponding to several
alternating periods of particle flow toward and away from the planet.
However, when the effects of corotation are removed (Fig. 22), it is
found that only the reversals just inside the magnetopause are signi-
ficant.
There were a number of 30 minute time intervals between 27 and
56 R  when the projection of the magnetic field in the scan plane was
within +20° of the vertical. Host of these periods resemble the
P-10-in data between 75 and 53 R  when the measured anisotropy frequently
came from the expected direction but was less than half the magnitude
predicted for corotation (Fig. 23).
When Al/A0 , A l and a1 are corrected for corotation (Fig. 22), it is
	 I
found that Al/A0
 is greatly reduced,but there are still many periods
when the magnitude is in the range 20-40X. e l
 is now centered about 2700
and ai is generally .1 900
 with several periods approaching 00 . The
reversal of 91
 from 90 to 2700
 suggests that complete corotation may not
be occurring at higher latitudes in the middle and outer magnetosphere but
this situation is not as clear as P-10-in.
VI. DISCUSSION
The time histories, angular distributions and energy spectra of
energetic protons have been systematically studied for the four passes
of P-10 and 11 thru the outer and mid Jovian magnetosphere. Inter-
comparing the intensity time-histories from these passes indicate that both
azimuthal and temporal changes are of great importance. There is generally
a 1%,15-20 R  thick region Just inside the magnetopause where the energy
spectra are flatter, the intensity larger and the short-term temporal
variations smaller than that encountered at slightly smaller radial
distances. The energy spectra in the mid and outer regions are most
frequently of the form dJ/dP - C exp-P/Po [P - protod momentum]. Po
does not vary significantly until the inmr-magnetosphere. On P-10-in
there is a region inside the magnetopause where the corotation anisotropy
is not observed. This result is interpreted in terms of a planetary
wind although other explanations may be possible. Near the dawn meredian,
particle streaming away from the planet is observed as close as 15 RJ.
Inside 45 R  corotation is clearly established. However, both the P-10-in
and P-11-in mid-magnetosphere passes are dominated by apparent field-
aligned streaming away from the current sheet region. The data strongly
suggest that the proton component is not durably trapped.
A. Outer Magnetosphere
The proton anisotropies measured on P-10-in clearly established that
corotation of energetic protons does not occur between 105 and ti75 RJ.
The anisotropies are either field aligned or randomly distributed and the
component observed in the expected direction is much smaller than the
r
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calculated values (Fig. 13 0 14). The most straight forward interpretation
is that of a reference frame moving radially - i.e. a "Jovian wind". The
limits of our own heliosphere are defined by the thermally driven solar
wind. Centrifugally-driven stellar winds have been studied as a means of
O'Hiciently removing angular momentum from stellar systems (Schatzmann,
1962; Mental, 1968). The possible existence of a planetary wind in the
outer Jovian magnetosphere has been postulated prior to the P-10 and 11
encounters (Ioanmidis and Brice 1971, Michel and Sturrock 1974). Radial
outflow was expected to begin when the centrifugal force on the plasma
exceeds the magnetic field stress. A simple approximate expression for
this distance is given by the Alfven radius where the magnetic energy
density equals the corotation energy density of the plasma (Hill at al.
1974, Kennel and Coroniti, 1977) i.e.
2/8w - 1/2 p n2 RAB
This relation is equivalent to defining the Alfven radius, RA as the
point where the corotation velocity is equal to the Alfven speed. The
key unknown is the plasma density p. For P-10-in partial corotation
appears at ti75 RJ . This value can be used to calculate a lower limit
to the plasma density at this point of NA
 ti10-2
 ions/cm3 for v - 1.
s,
i
i
I	 .
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wind will be terminated at a radial distance Rs - Ls R 
where the pressure of the wind is balanced by that of the solar wind,
i.e.
ps.ws UBowo	 P D LARJ x (LA /LS)2
The classical magnetopause distance, D, is on the order of 41 R  and
varies as U1/3 and P 1/6 . As Kennel and Coroniti (1977) have emphasized
sows	 saw.
for RA > D, a super-Alfvenic planetary wind should develop.
This interpretation is consistent with the magnetic field model of
Goertz at al. (1976) who find the last closed field line at 70 R  for
P-10-out. Open field lines at higher latitude should then be found
considerably closer to Jupiter, and the lack of corotation at ti450
latitude is evident in the P-11-out pass (Fig. 23). The complex topology
of Jupiter, however, may allow other explanations. Goertz (1978a) has
cautioned that this simple approach for defining the planetary wind region
neglects magnetic stresses and that the off-diagonal terms of the
stress-tensor are especially important in the region close to the Jovian
current-sheet. Siscoe (1978) has concluded that the plasma density may
be lower than that required for a super-Alfvenic wind. In fact, the
data on both P-10-in and P-11-out suggest there are intermediate regions
where only partial corotation occurs. Sentman and Van Allen (1976)reported
bi-directional streaming of electrons in the outer magnetosphere (P-10-in).
This is suggestive of durable or quasi-trapping, but as they already
pointed out open field lines having kinks and many backscattering
centers can also produce such angular distributions. Similar bi-directional
. Ir-r
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streaming of electrons was observed both in this region and in the magne-
tosheath (Goddard-New Hampshire experiment) thus confirming that these
distributions do not provide evidence as to whether or not the magnetic
field lines are open or closed.
In the dawn hemisphere the outward streaming of plasma may start
considerably closer to Jupiter than 70 RJ. Kivelson et al. (1978) found
that the sweep back of the magnetic field lines can be interpreted in
terms of a planetary wind starting at 33 to 43 R ' with a velocity of
600 to 840 km/sec. If the energetic particles observed on P-10-out
reflect the velocity of the thermal plasma, then the radial component of
Al/A0 (Fig. 17) can be interpreted in terms of the plasma velocity.
The average velocity increased from 160 ko/sec at 15 R  to 330 km/sec
at 50 R  with a substantial scatter between different observations,
extreme values being 130 km/sec observed at 17.4 R  and 360 km/sec at
50.5 RJ . Since a consistent southward magnetic field is found inside
the current sheet, the frozen-in field-line picture discussed above requires
lack of azimuthal symmetry around Jupiter for distances < 70 R J. Goertz
(1978a) offered an alternate explanation based on cross-field diffusion
of the plasma inside the current sheet and pointed out that the required
diffusion coefficient is much smaller than the Bohm diffusion coefficient.
B. The Middle-Magnetosphere
The angular distribution of energetic ions between 50 and 20 R 
show a very strong azimuthal variation. The large amplitude of these
anisotropies was noted in the original study of P-10-in by Trainor et al.
(L974)and subsequent work (McDonald and Trainor 1976) established that it
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was due to field-aligned streaming. Near the dawn meridian outward
streaming along the almost radial field lines is observed. At %400
from the earth-sun line, field-aligned streaming toward the planet is
the dominant feature when the spacecraft is located away from the
equatorial current sheet. At mid-latitudes near the sub-solar region,
the anisotropies are smaller and there are periods of flow both toward
and away from the current sheet.
P .
The streaming anisotropy is on the order of 18% for P-10-in. This
magnitude is not strongly dependent on energy or radial distance between
45 R  and 20 Ri. Such an anisotropy must be produced either by changes
in the particle energy or by physically removing them. If the changes
take place in energy space, then an energy loss of u200 keV/particle in
a half bounce period is required for the 1.1-2.15 MeV proton observations.
Physically removing the particle means that ti20% of the particles moving
down the field line do not return. The time scale for these processes is
formidable =600 sec. at 40 Ri. Associated with the Al/Ao peaks is a
significant 2nd order component, A2/Ao with 6 2 keing closely aligned with
the magnetic field.
There are a number of physical processes which could play a role
in producing the observed anisotropies. These include:
a. Spatial intensity gradients in the particle distribution function.
b. Energy loss by coulomb collisions
c. Particle loss by charge exchange
d. Parallel electric fields
e. Perpendicular electric fields
-s
I
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f. Preferential scattering by electromagnetic waves travelling
along field lines
g. Diffusion processes.
h. Azimuthal asymmetry in particle population.
(a) Gradients: Northrop et al. (1979) have shown that the observed
value of Al/A
0 
appears to be too large to be produced by realistic intensity
gradients in the particle distribution. It is important that this analysis
r	 r
be extended to lower energies. The very small values of A l/Ao sin 81
(Fig. 15) provide further evidence that the effects of gradient aniso-
tropies are generally very small.
(b, c) Energy or Particle Loss: To produce the observed aniso-
tropies by coulomb collisions requires a mean energy loss/particle/half
hour period of 1%,200 keV. The 1 MeV protons must traverse a region with
an average density >108 atoms/cm3 to produce this energy loss. Such a
value implies that particles mirror at altitudes lower than 600 km.
Similar densities are required for charge exchange processes at 1 MeV.
(d) Parallel Electric Fields: Electric fields parallel to B are
known to produce field-aligned streaming of both electrons and ions in
ch., earth's auroral zone. The Jovian particle distributions do not
appear to be consistent with such a field. The proton energy spectra become
softer with increasing distance from the equator which is the opposite
of what would be expected for particles which have been accelerated
through a potential. Also there is no streaming of the electrons in the
opposite direction. The electron anisotropy is small and highly variable.
R	 ;^
i
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When examined over 15 minute intervals between 46 and 17 RJ, only 8% of the
electron angular distributions had consistent values of A l/A0 above 4%. Of these
16 intervals only 2 were streaming in a direction opposite to the protons.
(e) Perpendicular Electric Fields: An electric field normal to
s
produces a convection velocity	
---A
VC
B
The polarization field across the magnetosphere produced by the solar
wind will give rise to cross field motion in those regions which are not
shielded from it.	 s
4
Outward convection produces a net reduction in the particle flux
by volume expansion and by energy loss if the first invariant is con-
5
served. In that case A R/R = A 1/(1+2y)A0 , where y is the index of a power
law approximation to the energy spectrum. In this expression it is
assumed that the equatorial flux is independent of R (20 to 45 R i ) and
that particles returning after mirroring actually originated at an
equatorial distance AR closer to the planet. At 40 R J , the distance
AR is about 1.5 R  for 0.6 MeV protons and has to be covered in one half
bounce period, thus requiring a convection velocity of N200 km/sec. The
f
protons do not actually drift this distance at the equator but all along
W. .
	
	 the flux tube; however, the net time required is the same if the field
lines are equipotentials. A dusk to dawn field across the magnetosphere of
K.
	
	
2x10 3 v/meter would produce the required convection velocity provided
the inner region is not shielded from it.
r ,:a
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The electric polarization field induced by the solar wind is
E -Vsw x 
Bsw 
and from this we obtain the convection velocity to be
approximately VC
 = -VswBaw/B. For P-10-in during the time of interest,
a fast solar wind stream was passing over Jupiter, thus Vsw a 600 km/sec
and Bsw = 3y giving the required convection velocity of 200 km/sec in the
10 y field at 40 RJ. Since the expected range in convection electric
fields is 0.3 - 2.2x10 3 volts/m, corresponding to 30-220 km/sec, one
would expect to observe quite different anisotropies at different times
(Smith at al. 1978). This process can also explain the tendency for
dumbbell distributions away from the equator, because the conservation of
the first invariant will decrease E
J. 
proportionally to the decrease in
B while leaving E„ unchanged.
(f) Acceleration by EM Waves: Barnes (1968) has shown that electro-
magnetic waves travelling along field lines can preferentially increase
the proton velocity along the field line and hence could partially produce
the observed streaming. Furthermore those waves which move along the
field will preferentially heat ions and will be less effective for
electron. Again the softer energy spectra at the time of A l /Ao maxima does
not appear to support this type of process.
(g) Diffusion: Beyond 20 R  the observed magnetic field differs
significantly from the planetary dipole field and the perturbation field
dominates beyond 35 RJ. This field is due to magnetospheric currents
and fluctuates considerably about its mean value (Smith at al. 1976;
Kivelson at al. 1976). If scattering by these field irregularities should
i
3
o-
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dominate particle trajectories, then the adiabatic invariants would not
be conserved and diffusion theory becomes applicable. The following
approximate equations (Jokipii and Parker 1970) apply in the corotating
frame of reference if the particle energy is not changed in the
scattering process:
-3K„ 8 In U(E)
to (E) - V 8 s
-3 i 8 In 0(E)
t(E)	 V	 8 x
-3Kit
V
K	 R 21	 R_
K"	R 2+ A2
9
where U(E) - 4r J E is the particle density, t„ and C l are
V
anisotropies measured parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field,
with s the coordinate parallel to i and x the coordinate perpendicular
to B in the direction in which E1 was observed. Koo and K  are the two
major components of the diffusion tensor, a the mean free path, R  the
gyroradius.
1 d
I
f
A detailed analysis of P-10-in mid-magnetospheric data by Schardt 	 3
and Birmingham (1979) established that indeed the proton intensity
along a given field line decreases more rapidly than would be expected
by the straight forward application of adiabatic theory and Liouville's
theorem. They find that the 0 .6 MeV proton flux decreases by a factor
0-32-
of 3 in 12 R  giving a gradient (or a logarithmic derivative) of
1.3 x 10711 per cm. This figure combined with the field-aligned
anisotropy of 18% gives the following values:
K„ 5x1018 cm2sec 1
A = 1.4x1010 cm = 2 RJ
where a can be regarded crudely as the distance over which a particle
will be scattered through ti900 .
It is important to estimate the time required for this process
	
^	 c
to reach equilibrium. If it is assumed Viat particles are injected
at t = 0 and S = 0 in an infinite medium with a diffusion coefficient
K, then at a distance = S, maximum intensity will be reached at t = tMAX
where
2
tMAX 
6K = 100 sec at 8 RJ inside the medium.
At this time the streaming anisotropy will approach 0 and the system
is near equilibrium. Since this time is small compared to the bounce
period, the magnetosphere must be near equilibrium, and the anisotropy and
intensity gradient can be maintained only by a source near the equator
and sink along the field lines.
A value for the diffusion coefficient perpendicular to the magnetic
field can be derived from K,,, a, and Rg:
K1 w 2x1017 cm  sec-1
This coefficient can also be estimated from the observed anisotropy
perpendicular to the magnetic field, and the perpendicular flux gradient.
As can be seen from figure 11 CD, near flux minimum the projection of the
M}
t
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field points approximately towards 240o , and E1 W Al/AO sin al , +3 to 52
(Fig. 15). Only one value of 20% exceeds this figure significantly. The
direction of C  is consistent with increasing flux towards the equator.
At a radial distance of 30 RJ on either side of flux minimum, the
magnetic equator moves south about 3 RJ per hr while the flux doubles.
The gradient of 3.2 x 10 11 per cm gives K1 = 5x1O17 cm2sec 1 . Con-
sidering the uncertainties involved, the two values for K1 are in
reasonable agreement.
Beyond 40 RJ , K1 would be expected to approach K„ because the
gyroradius could become large compared to the mean free path, K1 e
K„ Rg2/(Rg2+a2). Although we do not know how X changes with distance,
we know that Rg 2 a 
B72  
a R4. Therefore, cross-field tiffusion of protons
may be very rapid in the outer magnetosphere.
The P-11-in and out passes agree qualitatively with the diffusion
picture. During P-11-out there were periods when the field-aligned
flow was away from Jupiter and a' > 90 0 (Figure 22). During these
periods Pioneer was apparently on field lines that were partially open
with a sufficiently small A that the observed particle population can
be derived from cross-field diffusion which occurred between the space-
craft and Jupiter. The P-10-out pass, however, is inconsistent with
this picture. In the region between 30 and 60 R J, the flux boundaries are
exceedingly sharp with the flux increasing by a factor of 1000 in 100
seconds. If we assume that the boundary moved across the spacecraft at
the local Alfvene speed, 1%,103 km/sec, this large a gradient must be
maintained over a distance of less than 1.5 RJ. The particle behavior
R
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in this pass is best understood from the work of Goertz (1976) who
`inds that both the magnetic field and particle data are consistent
rith open field lines occurring a few R  away from the current-sheet
*egion, but even in this model substantial cross field diffusion may
rccur in the current sheet.
Nishida (1976) proposed a diffusion model in which the first
adiabatic invariant is conserved, A >> 2 RJ. Qualitatively, this model
predicts streaming in the mid-magnetosphere - towards the planet at low
latitude and away at higher latitude - just as observed. The processes
proposed by Nishida may definitely contribute to our observations (Sentman
et al. 1978),but they cannot explain the field-aligned flux gradt6tiv(Schardt
and Birmingham 1979). Since the first invariant is conserved the process
is also not consistent with lack of a definite radial dependence of the
proton energy spectra.
(h) Azimuthal Asymmetry: Goertz (1978b) has proposed an acceleration
process based on the adiabatic increase in energy as the drift path takes
particles from a low field strength at midnight into a much stronger
field at noon. This model requires trapping over a drift orbit and thus
represents a completely different approach from (g). If we use the two
proposed field models for the dawn and noon sectors (Goertz et al. 1976;
Barrish and Smith 1975) then the field strength increases in 2.5 hrs by
an order of magnitude along the drift path of an equatorially mirroring
particle. Consequently such a particle would gain a factor of 10 in energy
while small pitch angle particles would be relatively unaffected.
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We can describe what happens qualitatively by following only
equatorial particles and by using the average rate at which the field
increases along the drift path. In the absence of scattering, a strong
azimuthal flux gradient would exist with respect to the subsolar point.
A fixed System III longitude would rotate through it, and protons
returning to the equator after mirroring would have left the equator 1/2
bounce period towards dawn. If we compare equatorial energies and fluxes
at a given energy separated by 500 seconds, 1%,1/2 bounce period, we find
E2 - B2 - 1.05
1	 .1
J2 /J1 - 1.17 for 0.6 MeV protons.
i	 If we now introduce enough scattering that particles about 8 R J below
!	 the equator still reflect the equatorial distribution, then at P-10-in
Tflux minima, protons with 0-90° pitch angles would just have left the
a
equator while protons with 90-180 0
 pitch angles left the equator ti500
seconds earlier. The ratio of flux parallel and anti-parallel to B
would then reflect the equatorial azimuthal flux gradient. The azimuthal
gradient would be reduced by the proposed scattering process. Qualita-
tively, therefore, this process could also account for the P-10-in angular
distributions and for the large flux ratio between P-10-in and P-10-out.
In summary it appears that among the known processes:
perpendicular electric fields, diffusion processes or azimuthal asymmetries
	 ,
in the particle population could explainthe field-aligned proton streaming;
however, the presently available data cannot establish which one or if any
are actually playing a major role. Both the transverse electric field
r	 f
_	
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and particle diffusion processes remove energetic particles rapidly
from the trapping region and require an equatorial particle source.
The energy required to maintain the particle streaming can be estimated
on the basis of a lose into the southern hemisphere of %,5x10 3
 protons/
2-sec with an average energy of 0.65 MeV. This loss of 5x10 3 ergs/cmcm	 sec
could be 2.6 times as much, based on extrapolation to lower energies
using an exponential momentum spectrum. If this energy is supplied over
one quandrant into both hendspheres between 20 and 40 RJ, then we would need	 t
Etotal 
Pd 1021 ergs/sec. In contrast, explanation (h) based on a strong
azimuthal asymmetry in energy would require a much smaller energy source.
In the model proposed by Goertz (1978b) trapping lifetimes are at least
of the order of a planetary rotation period, 10 hrs, and most of the
energy gained in the dawn sector is pumped back into the magnetosphere in
the dusk sector.
This discussion centered on explaining observations from the
P-10-in pass. Differences between it and the P-10-out pass were attributed
to azimuthal asymmetry relative to the Jupiter-Sun line, and differences
with P-10-out were explained in terms of the higher latitude covered.
P-10-in and P-11-in covered, however, almost the same region of space
(Figure 1), yet differed substantially in many respects (figures 2, 12,
18). These differences can be explained in terms of changes in solar wind
conditions. As Smith at al. (1978) have shown, a fast solar stream
coincided with Pioneer 10's passage through the mid-magnetosphere. This
order of magnitude increase in dynamic pressure resulted in a thicker and
AON
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hotter equatorial plasma sheet and probably also an increased flux of
energetic protons. In contrast, Pioneer 11 passed through the mid-
magnetosphere when the pressure of the solar wind dropped from a slight
enhancement to a minimum value. In the thinner and colder equatorial
plasma sheet, the centrifugal force played a greater role than in the
case of Pioneer 10. Thus the plasma equator did not dip down as far
as the "dipole equator" and Pioneer 11 never entered the plasma sheet
after it passed 40 RJ. This conclusion is based on the characteristics
of the magnetometer records of Kivelson et al. (1977). A contributing
factor to a thinner plasma sheet was that the P-11-in trajectory was
closer to dawn (Figure 1).
Much more data are needed before we can identify the processes that
shape the Jovian Magnetosphere. The Voyager I and II studies will be
carried out closer to the current -eheet region so it will not be possible
to duplicate many of the observations reported here. However, studies of
lower energy particles and extended measurements of waves and plasma and
the first transversal of the tail region should provide increased under-
-T
,w6,4 tanding of the very complex and dynamic Jovian magnetosphere.
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TABLE I
LET II PARAMETERS
a.	 RATES
COINCIDENCE PROTON ENERGY ALPHA ENERGY
1
CONDITION (MeV) (MeV/nucleon) CMNTS
SI1	3'f3^f 0.20 - 2.15 0.07 - 2.05 For P-10:24 sec. countA
* 96 sec. repeat
SI2 Al 0.76 - 2 . 15 0.22 - 2 . 05 For P-11:12 sec. count
SI3 Al 1.25 - 2.15 0.34 - 2.05 48 sec. repeat
SI4 Al 0.66 - 2.05
SI6 Al 0.52 - 2.15 0.16 - 2.05 Sectored Rates
o
1.5 sec per 45
SI 7 Al 1.15 - 2.15 0 . 32 - 2.05 Repetition:
P-10 1.79 0.48 P-10 192 sec.
SI8 Al P-11 1.47 - 2' 15	 0.40 2 . 05 P-11 140 sec.
b. DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS
SI1 Al - SI6 Al	0.20 - 0.52
SI6 Al - SI2 Al	0.52 - 0.76
SI2 Al - SI 3 Al	 0.76 - 1.25
SI 3 Al - SI4 Al	1 . 25 - 2.15
Si SII1 A2 - SI SII 2 A2** 3.2 - 5.7
Si SII2 A2 - SI SII 3 A2	5.7 - 14.8
*A1 = SII SIIA SIII
* Z = SIIA
 SIII
Geometric Factor: 0.0155 cm2-ster.
0.07 - 0.16 Sectored rates
were spin
0.16 - 0 . 22	 averaged
0.22 - 0.34
0.34 - 0.66
above 2.2
above 2.5
f
COMM
DI  also sensitive to electrons
P-10:24 sec. count
192 sec. repetition
P-11:12 sec. count
96 sec. repetition
i
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TABLE II
LET I PARAMETERS
a. RATES
COUNTER PROTON ENERGY ALPHA ENERGY
THRESHOLD (MeV) (MeV/NUCLEON)
DI 0.60 0.39
DI 0.84 0.46
DI 1.12 0.53
DI 1.60 0.63
DI 7 2.29 0.77
b. DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS
DI  - DI 	 0.60-0.84	 0.39-0.46
DI  - DI 	 0.84-1.12	 0.46-0.53
DI  - DI 	 1.12-1.60	 0.53-0.63
DI  - DI 	 1.60-2.29	 0.63-0.77
AE vs. E analysis:
Protons above 3.4 MeV	 1 MeV channels
Alphas above 0.9 MeV/n 0.25 MeV/n channels
Geometric Factor: 1.56 cm2-ster. 	 for integral thresholds
R.	 0.15 cm2-ster.	 for AE vs. E
r.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure I	 Meridonal and equatorial projections of the Pioneer 10
and 11 encounter trajectories. The various orientations
of the scan plane are indicated. Note that the Pioneer
spin axis was in the plane of the ecliptic.
Figure 2	 Proton fluxes observed during the inbound pass of Pioneer 10
and 11. The energy ranges shown are 0.2 - 0.5 MeV and
1.1 - 1.6 MeV. The bow shock and magnetopause crossings are 	 f 4
indicated by the arrows labeled M and S with those of P-11
enclosed in a circle. Both data sets have been plotted on
similar time scales which have then been aligned at 60 RJ.
The tick marks along the abscissa represent 24 hour intervals.
The radial position of each spacecraft is indicated along
the top of the figure.
Figure 3	 Flux of 0.2 to 0.5 MeV protons observed during the outbound
pass of Pioneer 10. Superimposed is the Pioneer 11
inbound flux. Alignment of the time (and radial distance)
scale was done so that the first two peaks were superimposed.
Figure 4	 Comparison of proton fluxes (0.2 to 0.5 and 1.1 to 1.6 MeV)
observed during the Pioneer 10-in and Pioneer 11-out
passes. The format is the same as that described in
figure caption 2 except the distance scales are aligned
at 45 RJ.
Figure 5	 Proton energy spectra for representative hourly intervals
in the outer magnetosphere near 40 0
 towards dawn from
-45-
the subsolar direction as observed by Pioneer 10. In the
outer magnetosphere there is generally good agreement with
a simple power-law in kinetic energy. In the mid-magneto-
sphere the spectra can no longer be described by a single
power law. The X's represent LET II differential flux
values, and the 0's are differential single parameter
values from LET I. The P's are fluxes obtained by multi-
parameter analysis using the LET pulse height data.
Figure 6	 Proton momentum spectra for hourly intervals in the
middle magnetosphere near 250 from the subsolar direction
as observed by Pioneer 10. The data are well represented
by the spectral form exp (-P/P0). The symbols are the
same as those used in Fig. 5. Due to counter saturation,
LET I data could not be used at 13.1 and 12.1 RJ.
Figure 7 Spectral indicies for proton spectra (averaged over
hourly intervals) observed during Pioneer 10-in. Y
is the exponent in a power law spectrum in energy
cc E Y , and PO
 is the e-folding momentum for an expon-
ential momentum spectrum of the form exp -P/P 0. The
top set of arrows labeled S and M are the shock and
magnetopause crossings. The lower, unlabeled set of
arrows represent well defined intensity maxima (Fig. 2).
Figure 8	 Spectral indicies P0 , for proton spectra observed during
the Pioneer 10 out-bound pass. Arrows represent the
center of the intensity maxima.
-46-
Figure 9	 Spectral indicies, Po , for proton spectra observed
during the Pioneer 11 passes. The format is similar
to that of Fig. 7.
Figure 10	 Geometry of angular distribution data. The direction
of the first order anisotropy is specified by 01 relative
to North ecliptic, and by 
1 
relative to the projection
of the magnetic field into the scan plane. Note A l is
measured counter clockwise. 6 1 represents the direction
from which the protons appear to come; el +ir is the
direction toward which they are moving.
Figure 11	 Characteristic angular distributions in the subsolar
hemisphere. Distributions A, B, C, and D were observed
at the corresponding flux maxima shown in figure 12 and
distributions AB, BC, CD at the respective intensity
minima.
Figure 12	 Fluxes and first order anisotropies of 0.5 - 2.15 (dashed)
and 1.15 - 2.15 MeV protons from P-10-in. A l
 is the
direction from which Al/Ao is seen, and a l
 is the angle
between 6 1
 and the projection of the magnetic field in the
scan plane.
Figure 13	 Comparison of first order anisotropy due to rigid corotation
(histogram) with observed anisotropies (points) in the
F-47-
0
corotation direction for 0.5 - 2.15 MeV protons
(P-10-in). The dashed lines are drawn at the time
of intensity maxima (Fig. 12).
Figure 14	 Measured Pioneer 10 anisotropies Al/A0 in the scan plane
and the anticipated corotation anisotropy during those
periods when the projection of B in the scan plane was
within + 200 of the vertical direction. The three
arrow heads indicate the minimum, average and maximum,
respectively of the expected corotation anisotropy
based on the measured energy spectra.
Figure 15	 First order anisotropies corrected for Jupiter's rotation.
r	 r	 r	 r
Al/A0 , 81 , and al of 1.15 - 2.15 MeV protons as they
would be observed in a corotating coordinate system for
the P-10-in pass. 
e1 
is the direction from which
r	 r	 r	 r
Al /A0 is seen, and al is the angle between 8 1 and the
projection of the magnetic field into the scan plane
(Fig. 10). Dashed . lines indicate flux maxima A B C D
r	 r	 r	 `^
as shown in Figure 12. A l/A0 sin al
 is one component
	 r
	
r	 r
of the anisotropy perpendicular to B, and A l/A0 cos
r
al
 is primarily due to the projection into the scan
plane of the field-aligned streaming.
e,Y^
s
p
i
Figure 16	 Pioneer 10 inbound, second order anisotropy, A2 /Ao,
I
and the angle between the projection of the magnetic
field and the axis through the maxima in the bidirectional
part of the angular distribution. No corrections have
been made for counter geometry or for the magnetic field
direction relative to the scan plane.
Figure 17	 Proton fluxes and first order anisotropy A l/Ao, 81 and
al
 observed during the outbound pass of Pioneer 10 for
0.5 - 2.15 MeV (dashed) and 1.15 - 2.15 MeV protons.
Figure 18	 Fluxes and first order anisotropy Al/A0, 91 and al
of 0.5 - 2.15 MeV (dashed) and 1.15 - 2.15 MeV protons
for the inbound pass of Pioneer 11.
Figure 19	 Pioneer 11 inbound observations of the first order
anisotropy component in the corotation direction (solid
histogram) along with the expected anisotropy from rigid
corotation (dashed histogram) for 0.54 - 2.15 MeV protons.
The dots designate periods when the field was within
200
 of vertical.
Figure 20	 First order anisotropy of 0.54 - 2.15 MeV protons corrected
for Jupiterb rotation observed during the P-11-in pass
(same notation as Fig. 15).
Figure 21	 Fluxes and first order anisotropy Al/A0 of 0.54 - 2.2 MeV
(dashed) and 1.15 to 2.15 MeV protons observed during
the outbound pass of Pioneer 11 at moderately high
magnetic latitudes.
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Figure 22
	
Pioneer it outbound pass, first order anisotropy of
0.54 - 2.15 MeV protons corrected for Jupiter ' s rotation
(same notation as Fig. 15).
Figure 23
	
Corotation anisotropy (dashed histogram) and Pioneer 11
outbound observations of first order anisotropy component
in corotation direction (solid histogram) for 0.54 to
2.15 MeV protons. The dots designate periods when the field
was within 200
 of vertical.
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